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DANIELLE’S DESK
Over the past two years, we have
seen the devastating consequences
of the pandemic throughout our
community. From contracting the
virus to the fear of being infected,
the trauma faced can have a longterm impact, regardless of your
stage of life.
We saw our young people
struggling with loss, anxiety when
parents lost jobs, isolation from
friends, and increased rates of
depression. In the summer of 2020,
we conducted a survey of more
than 7,000 young people in our
programs, and what we found compelled us to evaluate and formulate
a plan—how can we create a more
equitable and safe environment
for young people to receive mental
health care?

Our plan was two-pronged.
We expanded our ability to serve
the community by offering both
in-person and teletherapy through
our CAPE mental health clinic,
and on March 3rd we officially
opened The Harry and Jeanette
Weinberg Adolescent Mental
Health Wing in the Sam Field Center.
Youth ages 12–21 are neither
children nor adults, and often their
specific needs are misdiagnosed,
disregarded, or minimized. This is
even more common among communities of color and low-income
young people. In addition, we see
very little detection and action around
tackling social issues such as food
and housing insecurity that drive up
to 80% of poor health outcomes.
Our innovative, integrated
model directly addresses the unique
issues facing high-needs youth by
providing them with barrier-free
access to mental health care and
social services, while partnering
with families to ensure all their needs
are being met. We are removing
the roadblocks to mental health

and social services to determine
and provide the individual strategy
needed for each client to thrive.
We will be with you in your darkness and your light. We will embrace
you and we will give you space.
We will be here for you. That is our
promise to all our community.

WE ARE
REMOVING
THE ROADBLOCKS
TO MENTAL
HEALTH.

Adolescent Health Clinic
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Adolescent
Mental Health Wing in the Sam Field Center is open!
By moving primary care outside
of the traditional healthcare system
and embedding it into a trusted
setting, we are positioned to transform health equity and outcomes.
“Teens need access to mental
health services as a helping hand to
deal with abuse, unfortunate
circumstances, or a place to learn

how to handle the pressures of
juggling school, work, and outside
stress. I believe that the adolescent
mental health clinic can be a
great assistance for teens where
they can freely discuss any
personal problems.” — “Learn and
Earn” seniors group at Queens High
School for Teaching
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New High
Schools
In September 2021 the
Commonpoint Queens family
welcomed four new high
schools to our portfolio, now
totaling 10 high schools
throughout Queens. We
welcomed Veritas Academy,
Benjamin Cardozo, Newcomers,
and Richmond Hill High Schools
and are excited to share
stories from all our high schools
over the next months and years.

HOLIDAY PARTY WITH MR. AND MRS. MET

A Beacon
of Hope
Abandoned cars in the middle of the
road. Trees and power wires down.
Homes with broken windows and
tremendously impactful damages to
the roof and exterior. The scene
on 175th Street in Fresh Meadows
after Hurricane Ida was catastrophic,
and in the middle of the pandemic,
the community was hit with yet
another devastating obstacle that
they had no control over.
“Our neighbors and families
were in despair and we knew
we needed to help them,” said
Serila Saimon, Director of our
Beacon Program at MS 216, which
offers after school services and

a community center seven days
a week to over 1,100 community
members of all ages. “Our program
sprung into action and immediately
set up clothing drives, and we
partnered with our food pantries
to provide emergency food services
to the community.”
From September through
January, the pop-up food pantry has
provided weekly groceries for nearly
1,500 people.
“Commonpoint Queens and
the Beacon program have been
life-saving,” said Tina, whose
12-year-old daughter has thrived in
the after school program. “These
wonderful people make our life so
much easier every single day, and
that they have also come to the
rescue with groceries gives us one
less thing to worry about.”

If you or someone you know is in need of food or other critical services
including benefits enrollment, employment assistance, personal or business
loans, visit www.commonpointqueens.org/emergency.
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Climbing the Ladder to
Success
ASEAH 8 years ago, Commonpoint
Queens gave a 15-year-old girl a
chance. As of December 2021, I was
given the opportunity to work for
one of the largest financial firms in
NYC. As the firstborn, first-generation, only daughter of a Bangladeshi
household, born and raised in NYC,
I’ve had a lot of pressure on my
shoulders, grew up too fast, and
navigated through things on my own
into adulthood. But first, let’s go
back to 8 years ago.
Through Commonpoint Queens’
Summer Youth Employment
Program (SYEP), I landed my first
job as a camp counselor. After the
summer, I was offered an afterschool counselor role at Central
Queens. For me, this was a big deal.
I didn’t come from a wealthy family,

the interview process, supported
me before and during the internships, and always helped me
whenever I needed it. I went from
working in the admissions department of a private college to a NY
Law School, to the State Cruises
for Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island
guest services, to work for the
League of Women Voters NYC—
that gave me the opportunity to be
on live TV for the closing bell at
The New York Stock Exchange!
Albina always told me every position
will teach you skills that you can
transfer to the next, and she was
absolutely right.
It wasn’t until my last year at
Queens College, and the middle of
the pandemic, when Albina emailed
me about an opportunity for Ponce

Bank as a Universal Banker. After
several years of work-readiness
workshops and interview practices,
I aced the interview and got my first
“grown-up” job. I am the professional
individual I am today because of
Commonpoint Queens; every role I
was given up until that moment was
thanks to the guidance of the
generous mentors there.
A few months back, Ponce
Bank and Commonpoint Queens
collaborated to provide financial
literacy workshops for 16- to 24-yearolds. I volunteered immediately
when it was brought to my attention.
That feeling of providing financial
literacy workshops is one that
I will remember forever. I was one of
those kids that needed financial
education and here I am, a 23-year-old
college graduate, giving back to
the place that has changed my life.
As I start my career, I want to say
to 15-year-old Aseah and all
those reading to be proud of your
journey.

AS I START
MY CAREER,
I WANT
TO SAY, BE
PROUD
OF YOUR
JOURNEY.
we were low income and my mom
worked 60 hours a week on minimum wage. Because of my job, I
was able to pay for all my senior
dues, college applications, and even
help my mom with expenses.
The following summer, I learned
about Ladders for Leaders (L4L)
and participated every year until I
was officially too old to qualify (22).
The workshops for L4L were where
my first resumes, elevator pitches,
and interview skills were perfected.
In the process, I met Albina. She
guided me through the applications,
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Leo: From
Student
to Teacher
I came to the U.S. two years ago
when I was 19 years old. I always
loved computers but didn’t know
how I could make that into
a career. One day my sister showed
me an Instagram post from
Commonpoint Queens about their
training programs. I called and
from that first day, everyone was
amazing. I met Valentina and she
helped me register for the IT
Fundamentals class. I also got
groceries from the food pantry and
financial and legal assistance.
I loved the class and was even
able to help some of my classmates.
Valentina came to me just before
I got my CompTIA A+ certificate to
tell me there was a job teaching

with Per Scholas and that I should
apply for it. I did and I got the job!
I can’t think of a better way to give
back to Commonpoint for everything they did to help me on my
journey. I am excited to help
the next group of people find their
career paths. I’m also looking
forward to taking the next level
of classes in Cyber Security.
I hope to one day work defending
people from cyber-attacks and
I could never have this dream
without Commonpoint.

I LOVED THE
CLASS AND
WAS EVEN
ABLE TO HELP
SOME OF MY
CLASSMATES.”

(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT)

ALFREDO, DICKENS, TRINA, JOE, JOSEPH

THANK
YOU!

Our bus
drivers are
priceless.
TESTIMONIAL

ADULT WORKFORCE
Kamini was enrolled in the
Adult Workforce Program in
April 2021 and by the end of
August, she was working in her
new chosen field.

LEO, THIRD FROM RIGHT, STANDING AT THE IT FUNDAMENTALS GRADUATION
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“I just wanted to say thank you
soooooooo much for everything you did to help me. While
attending the CNA (Certified
Nursing Assistant) course I got
a job with Access Nursing
Services as an HHA (Home
Health Aide). While working for
Access, I passed my CNA exam
and learned about a job at the
Gurwin Nursing and Rehabilitation Center. I went to an
interview and I got the job. It is
such a wonderful place to work
plus I get insurance and so
many other benefits. I decided
to take the night shift so I can
attend school during the day. I
want to become an RN. Things
are moving so fast. Thanks
again, my life has really
changed for the better and I’m
so much happier than before.”
—Kamini

Summer Happens Here EVERYWHERE!
“Summer is our favorite
time of the year, but
when you ask what
our favorite place is...
that’s a difficult
question to answer!”
Kerry and David have watched their
two boys—Ilan (15) and Yonatan
(13)—grow up at camp with
Commonpoint Queens! The boys
spent the last decade developing a
love for sports, adventures, and
camp spirit at Explorer Day Camp
before seeking new thrills at Island
Quest Day Camp at the legendary
Henry Kaufmann Campgrounds last

summer. Funny enough, they even
spent some time at Sababa Beach
Away, which takes place in Virginia
Beach and teaches young people a
stronger sense of self and mindfulness through surfing, sailing, and
ocean discovery. This is an incredible
coincidence since Commonpoint
Queens now manages this unique
program, which also has a day camp
in the Rockaways.
“The boys have had transformative summers at all of these camps,
and each experience has had such a
lasting impact. From learning how to
swim, to building a love for sports,
to developing some of the closest
friendships they have...these are

memories that mean the world to
them. On top of that, they feel
more connected to the world
around them. Yonatan practices a
Kol Haneshama breathing exercise
when he feels overwhelmed,
how many 13 year olds do that?”
This summer Ilan can’t wait to be
a Leader in Training at Island Quest
and take part in Commonpoint’s
special trip to Israel, while Yonatan
is excited to get Scuba certified
with Sababa.
Learn more about our camp options
and why summer is our favorite
time of the year by visiting
www.CommonpointQueens.org/camp
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TESTIMONIAL

DEEPDALE CARES
NORC
I was recently a victim of cyber
hacking/attempted identity
theft.The staff at Deepdale
Cares was remarkable and very
helpful.The whole episode was
very upsetting but the staff
was understanding, patient,
and knowledgeable. I never
would have been able to
navigate the quagmire that
ensued without their assistance.
You should be very proud
of the Deepdale Cares staff and
I will forever be indebted to
them for the kind and efficient
help. Please know that the
staff is remarkable and much
appreciated. —Patricia

(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT) SHELLY AND ELLEN (CENTRAL QUEENS ADULT AND OLDER ADULT
CENTER, AND CINDY (NORTH FLUSHING SENIOR CENTER)

Bringing Together Our
Older Adult Community

Come Work
With Us!
Join our diverse, highly professional team of great people.
Do meaningful work. Take
ownership. Never stop learning.
For more information visit
www.CommonpointQueens.org/jobs
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“We take pride in being a place
where our older adults can be curious and ask questions that might be
uncomfortable to ask your neighbor
but are so important to expand our
horizons.” Despite the pandemic
forcing programs to go virtual,
directors like Shelly Channan at the
Central Queens Older Adult Center
strive to bring our communities
closer together.
“It’s important that we make an
effort to understand each other
better. It’s amazing that we lead with
Jewish values in our agency, and
having a multicultural staff truly
allows us to facilitate programs and
celebrations for everyone.”
We have provided virtual
programs for over 3,000 older
adults since the start of the pandemic, and with these programs
taking place virtually for so long
we’ve engaged neighbors from our
familiar areas, as well as Manhattan,
Brooklyn and even Connecticut.

Offering safe opportunities for these
participants to come together has
helped us stay connected and learn
from each other, and it’s made the
return to in person services that
much sweeter.
“Being virtual allowed us even
greater opportunities to listen to
and learn from one another, and our
multicultural staff really helps to
facilitate that. Having staff who not
only look like they represent the
different demographics of our
borough, but speak Russian, Spanish,
and Mandarin and Cantonese, really
helps make our older adults
feel comfortable and supported.”
“To bring people together to
celebrate AND ask questions about
the significance of the celebration
for holidays like Rosh Hashanah,
Diwali, Lunar New Year and more
has been transformational. We’re
looking forward to celebrating more,
and learning more too. That’s what
community is all about!”.

It’s All About LOVE
Commonpoint Queens began
offering a robust year-round tennis
program in Spring 2021. At a time
when many children had been
isolated for over a year in the
pandemic, families turned to our
tennis programs as a safe outlet to
be physically active and socialize
with other children outdoors. With
Coach Dwayne’s guidance and
instruction, the children learned the

I STILL LOOK
FORWARD
TO TEACHING
EVERY DAY.

basics of the game, sharpened their
skills, and practiced good
sportsmanship.
“I’ve been teaching tennis since I
was thirteen and would teach
three-year-olds in exchange for my
own lessons. And I still look forward
to teaching every day—I love
starting with beginners and helping
them build a foundation. It’s amazing
to see the students that started only
last year improve and grow. I want
all of my students to have fun but
also learn the proper technique. In
the future, I hope to see some of my
students play competitive tennis and
show that an after-school program
like this can breed competitive
athletes!” Coach Dwayne Jolly shared.
Beyond tennis, Commonpoint
Queens now offers baseball training

in the new batting cages at the
Tanenbaum Family Pool, flag
football, and fitness and agility
training for children.
For more information and
to enroll please visit
www.CommonpointQueens.org/
youthsports

PARTICIPANTS IN THE SUMMER TENNIS CLINIC AT THE TANENBAUM FAMILY POOL WITH COACH DWAYNE
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Special
Services
Shows
Off Their
Moves
at Zumba
Nicholas and Christopher Kruger
(16) were first introduced to
Commonpoint Queens’ special services programs in 2020. Although
the pandemic hit soon after, they
were able to find a much-needed
virtual community. Since then, they
have participated in many programs
virtually and in-person including
Sunday Funday, Weekend Teen,
School Holiday programs, Autism
Summer Respite, and cheerleading,
but their favorite has been Zumba
with Ms. Mandy!
The weekday evening Zumba
class began virtually in 2020 but
transitioned to in person at Sam
Field in 2021. It was one of the first
programs they joined, and it was a

NICHOLAS AND CHRISTOPHER, CENTER, AT THEIR FINAL ZUMBA PERFORMANCE

natural fit. “In Zumba, we learned
how to move our bodies, be healthy,
get our muscles strong, and how to
dance. I knew I had some amazing
dance moves!” Christopher shared.
They had the opportunity to become
leaders, never hesitating to stand
with Ms. Mandy to demonstrate the
moves and sing along during their
favorite songs. They would even
get the Spotify playlists after class
so they could practice at home and
suggest songs. “I liked the songs
and the dance moves. It was a fun
program with all of the staff and
friends,” Nicholas added.

Their mom Lisa is incredibly
grateful to have found Commonpoint
Queens. She said, “The boys have
made new friends and recruited
old friends to Commonpoint. When
we first met Mandy virtually, she
brought so much excitement to
them and I was thrilled when they
got to do it in person—I knew they
would have the best time!”
They can’t wait to participate
in virtual Zumba which started
in February. Christopher shared,
“Learning to become a great dancer
at Zumba, that’s the best!”

TWO POOL CLUBS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!

Relaxation in a Safe Environment...
Your Summer Getaway is Our Happy Place!
BAY TERRACE POOL CLUB
212-00 23RD AVE, BAYSIDE
718-423-6111

+

Olympic Size + Kiddie Pools
Social Distancing Between Chairs
Quality on-site Food Concessions

TANENBAUM FAMILY POOL

58-25 LITTLE NECK PKWY, LITTLE NECK
718-428-5050

Playgrounds
Tennis & Basketball Courts
Rigorous Cleaning by Protected Staff
Disinfecting Chlorine in Pools
Special Events
Weekly Late Nights

Private Lessons, Lifeguarding & WSI available!

SUMMER 2022 // May 28th - September 5th, 2022
$75 OFF
Family Memberships

WWW.COMMONPOINTQUEENS.ORG/POOLS
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$50 OFF
Individual Memberships

Please submit this ad along with your application for
pool membership by April 1st, 2022.
NEW MEMBERS ONLY
Not to be combined with any other offers.
$100 OFF
Coupon applicable upon membership availability.
Family Memberships

$50 OFF

Individual
Call for more information or
stop byMemberships
for a tour!
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